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worms hidden in their bamboo staffs, and brought back
from their travels Indian books, images, and the know-
ledge of western kingdoms. Soaring pagodas such as they
describe at Nalanda began to rise on many a lovely hill-
side, and by the shores of lake and ocean, and the unifica-
tion of Asiatic civilization went on apace. No longer was
China an island 'within the four seas' of barbarism. The
'barbarians' are in fact now becomingparts of China—
Hiung-nu chiefs and other nomads, Tibetans, and Wei
Tartars. All in turn set up dynasties, and from 316 to
446 north China sees the rise and fall of sixteen kingdoms,
while in southern China the eastern Chin give place to
other Chinese families—Sung, Ch'i, Liang, and Ch'en—
all ruling in Nanking.  One of the Liang, Yuan-ti, was a
minor poet who when forced to abdicate, ended a reign of
violence and an era by destroying 200,000 books and
paintings, crying, *The culture of Liang ends with Yuan-ti P
The barbarians themselves often married Chinese ladies
of lesser families, and were gradually absorbed into Chinese
life; patrons of Buddhism, they did little else to promote
civilization.
Not until the seventh century is there any serious at-
tempt to re-unite the empire against the Turks or Tu-
kueh. This is the work of Sui (589-618) and of Tang
(618-906) with whom Chinese culture attains another
glorious epoch. More catholic than that of Han, the
civilization of Sui and T'ang is yet rooted in the classic
past, and in calling themselves sons of Tang as well as
sons of Han the Chinese people are claiming to be prota-
gonists of a civilization rather than founders of an empire.
The principal Chinese Dynasties are:
Chou	The Classical Age
Han	206 b.c.-a.d. 220 The Age of unification and expan-
" sion.
Wei	a,i>. 220-264
Dark Ages.
Chin - 265-419
North Wei 386-532
Liang	502-556

